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Clean Sweep?
Bruske Brooms
The Bruske broom was engineered as the answer to
frustration, waste and premature replacement of conventional
floor brooms due to sagging bristles and broken handles. The
Bruske broom is the ultimate sweeping tool...absolutely perfect
for heavyweight and lightweight needs, indoors or outdoors
on any surface. Bruske is an indestructible floor broom you
can depend on. Bruske brooms are constructed with the finest
bristle material which is extremely durable and not affected by
acid, alkaline, solvent, grease, oil or water. Bruske broom’s two
rows of bristles with no middle row is essentially two sweeping
edges and also eliminates any collection of debris. Bruske’s
famous all steel, bolt-on “Miracle Tip” handle eliminates all
handle breakage and thread stripping problems normally
associated with ordinary floor brooms.
Bruske brooms from Applifast keep on sweeping in the
most adverse wet or dry conditions. Bruske has a proven
track record for total dependability by providing industrial,
commercial and institutional customers with quality-crafted
brooms that literally share no equal. Bruske brooms sweep
better, last longer and are truly indestructible.
BRUSKE BROOMS FROM APPLIFAST KEEP ON SWEEPING
AS A NEW BROOM BECAUSE THE BRISTLE MATERIAL
KEEPS IT’S SHAPE AND NEVER SAGS OR MATS IN WET
OR DRY CONDITIONS. THE “MIRACLE TIP” STEEL
HANDLE WILL NOT BREAK OR LOOSEN.
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Bruske
Miracle Tip

Two Sweeping Edges
Lightweight

INDESTRUCTIBLE,
INDUSTRY PROVEN
OPTIONS:
Blue series - fine flagged bristle for sawdust, fine
powder and dirt on smooth or slightly rough surfaces.
Not intended for oily or greasy areas.
Black series - medium bristle for dry, wet or oily indoor
and outdoor conditions.
Brown series - coarse bristle for extra rough floors.
Unsurpassed for heavy refuse, snow or scrubbing.
SIZES:
23” includes handle
29“ includes handle & brace
35” includes handle & brace
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“Miracle Tip” Steel Handle
Unique Steel Broom Head
Bristles Will Not Shed

